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Abstract: Symmetry is a salient aspect of biological and man-made objects, and has a central
role in perceptual organization. Two studies investigate the role of opposition and identicalness
in shaping adults’ naïve idea of “symmetry”. In study 1, both verbal descriptions of symmetry
(either provided by the participants or selected from among alternatives presented by the
experimenter) and configurations drawn as exemplars of symmetry were studied. In study 2, a pair
comparison task was used. Both studies focus on configurations formed by two symmetrical
shapes (i.e., between-objects symmetry). Three main results emerged. The explicit description
of symmetry provided by participants generally referred to features relating to the relationship
perceived between the two shapes and not to geometrical point-by-point transformations. Despite
the fact that people tended to avoid references to opposition in their verbal definition of symmetry
in study 1, the drawings that they did to represent their prototypical idea of symmetry manifested
opposition as a basic component. This latter result was confirmed when the participants were asked
to select the definition (in study 1) or the configuration (in study 2) that best fitted with their idea of
symmetry. In conclusion, identicalness is an important component in people’s naïve idea of symmetry,
but it does not suffice: opposition complements it.
Keywords: visual symmetry; bilateral symmetry; identicalness; opposition; between-objects
symmetry; mirror-reflected pairs; mirrors
1. Introduction
The perception of symmetry has always been an intriguing subject for psychologists (for a review,
see [1,2]). It has also been studied in relation to aesthetics (e.g., [3–9]) and, in recent times,
to neuroscience [10,11].
Various studies have consistently demonstrated higher sensitivity (from the age of about four
months) for bilateral symmetry around a vertical axis even at very short exposure times [12–15] and in
various sense modalities [16,17]. Some studies have shown that the ability to detect mirror symmetry
around a particular axis depends on the frequencies of various different orientations within a block
of trials (e.g., [14,18]). This implies that the effect of orientation on the detection of symmetry is not
completely determined by a fixed neural architecture in the visual system but can be modulated
by scanning or attentional strategies. These findings do not negate the aforementioned preference
for bilateral symmetry around a vertical axis, they indicate that it may be necessary to adjust the
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hypotheses regarding the causes of the phenomena. Since the structure of the ecological world and
of artifacts is predominantly bilateral around a vertical axis, the preference for this type of symmetry
might depend on exposure.
As noted by Wagemans ([19], p. 346), much of what is known about the effects of several factors
on human detection of symmetry (thanks to decades of experimental work) has been inspired by
phenomenological observation. Regularity, for example, defined as the salience or perceptual strength
of a given pattern, is a classic phenomenological notion (or Gestalt notion) which has inspired a large
number of studies on symmetry (e.g., [20–33]). The study described in this paper starts from a similar
basis with the aim of analyzing whether and to what extent two phenomenological relationships,
namely opposition and identicalness, are salient components of adults’ naïve idea of symmetry.
Identicalness, opposition, similarity and diversity are directly perceived relationships, which are
basic to human perception and categorization [34–42]. Every time we make a comparison between two
stimuli these relationships inevitably emerge. Therefore, a reasonable question for a psychologist to ask
concerns the relationship which is perceived between two shapes recognized as being “symmetrical”
(e.g., Figure 1). This has been referred to as “between-object” symmetry to distinguish it from
“within-object” symmetry, i.e., when a single figure is involved and symmetry exists between its
individual parts [43,44].
Independently of whether we are talking of a within-object symmetry or between-object symmetry,
in geometrical terms symmetry is an isometry, that is, it is a transformation that maps elements to the
same or another metric space such that the distance between the elements in the new metric space
is equal to the distance between the elements in the original metric space (usually assumed to be
bijective). There are four plane isometries: reflection, rotation, translation and glide reflection. Here
we focus on reflection and we will reserve the word symmetry for reflectional symmetry. According to
a standard definition (see Figure 1): “a spatial configuration is symmetrical with respect to a given
plane E if it is carried into itself by reflection in E. Take any line l perpendicular to E and any point p on
l: there exists one and only one point p’ on l which has the same distance from E but lies on the other
side. The point p’ coincides with p only if p is on E. Reflection in E is that mapping of space upon itself,
S: p→ p’, that carries the arbitrary point p into its mirror image p’ with respect to E” ([45], pp. 4–5).
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Is this what people have in mind when they think of “symmetry”? In Euclidean geometry and 
its applications, any reference to qualitative features which reveal experiential spatial constructs are 
eliminated and replaced by abstract entities, definitions and terms. Conversely, the objective of 
Experimental Phenomenology (e.g., [46–49]) is to identify, describe and define the properties and 
relationships that are salient from the point of view of human direct experiences. The constructs of 
“symmetry”, “identicalness” and “opposition” which are used in this paper, as well as those of 
“regularity” or “goodness” which have been used in relation to symmetry, are all connected with this 
theoretical perspective. In particular, we hypothesize that since bilateral symmetry is modelled on a 
mirror reflection and since identicalness and opposition are salient features (as reviewed in Section 2), 
opposition and identicalness should emerge as a salient integral part of people’s perception and 
mental representation of “symmetry”. The two studies presented in this paper test this hypothesis. 
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opposition and identicalness should emerge as a salient integral part of people’s perception and mental
representation of “symmetry”. The two studies presented in this paper test this hypothesis.
From Mirrors to Mirror Symmetry
Studies in the field of naïve optics [50] have revealed that when people are asked to determine the
reflected world from the “real world” they do not rely on the optical-geometrical point-by-point rule
(shown in Figure 1) even though they have explicit knowledge of this [50,51]. This is the same as the
evidence found in studies on naïve or intuitive Physics concerning movement. It was discovered that
when adults are asked to make predictions about simple physical phenomena—for example the case of
free falling objects [52–55], the trajectory of objects which have been thrown [56,57] or the orientation
of the surface of liquids in variously inclined containers [58,59]—many observers forget about what
they have learnt in school. Instead they base their responses on prototypical models that they have in
mind [60].
Among the proposals put forward to explain the systematic mistakes that adults make when
asked to predict the behavior of reflections (e.g., [61–64]) one concerns the hypothesis that people
think of reflections in terms of Identity and/or Opposition [65–67]. Most of the errors made [67–69]
are compatible with a generalization of the rule which states that “the reflection does the same”
(see Figure 2c) and/or “the reflection does the opposite” (see Figure 2b), which forms the basis of
the macroscopic geometry of the relationship seen between a “real object” and its reflection ([67]
(studies 4–5), [70]).
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Figure 2. Some errors emerged in tasks which required participants to predict the location and direction
of motion in a reflection: (a) when the “real” person moved parallel to a vertical mirror on a wall,
many people expected her reflection to appear at the farther edge of the mirror walking towards the
“real person”; (b,c) when the “real person” moved at an angle towards a mirror, some people expected
the reflection to move along the same trajectory with an opposite orientation (b) or along the same
trajectory but with an identical orientation (c).
When people observe simple objects positioned in front of a vertical plane mirror or in motion at
various angles of incidence towards or away from the mirror, descriptions such as “the reflection has
an identical orientatio /direction of motion” or “the reflection has an pp sites o ie tation/direction
of motion as c mpared to that of the real bject” are judged to be accurate ( ee [67] studies 4–5).
Similarly, when naïve observers see their own image in a plane mirror (or another person’s image),
they report that they perceive the orientation of the reflection to be opposite with respect to the real
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body [70]. The fact that our left arm in the reflection is our right arm is a visual characteristic which
we notice, especially when we are encouraged to focus on the lateralization of our body. However,
we also immediately notice that we are facing in one direction (e.g., north) while the reflection is
facing the opposite direction (i.e., south) and when we walk towards the mirror, the person in the
reflection moves in the opposite direction (i.e., representing opposition on the sagittal axis). When the
mirror is on the wall to the side of an observer, the reflection has an identical sagittal and gravitational
orientation with respect to the real person but is opposite in terms of the coronal axis; if the person
then moves laterally to his/her right (e.g., eastwards), the reflection moves in the opposite direction
(i.e., to the left and westwards). If the observer then positions him/herself on top of a mirror lying on
the floor, he/she again perceives the reflection as having an opposite orientation along the gravitational
axes (as the reflection is upside-down). In all of these conditions, the orientation of the reflection is
consistently described as “opposite” (rather than “identical”, “similar”, or “different”) in a percentage
of cases ranging between 80% and 100% of the participants, depending on the position of the mirror
(see [70], Figure 3). This concurs with the fact that participants in mirror tasks describe their reflection
as “identical” to themselves when looking at their reflection in a mirror set vertically in front of them or
to their side, or as “opposite” or “similar” to themselves when looking at their reflection in a mirror set
horizontally under their feet [70]. These findings are in agreement with studies carried out with various
types of visual stimuli which show that transforming the orientation of something into its opposite
orientation guarantees an overall perception of clear contrast and clear invariance at the same time,
and these seem to be the two conditions which are necessary for the relationship between two things or
events to be specifically recognized as contrary/opposite, rather than generically different [34,35,71].
In this study, we posed the question of whether the fact that reflections are phenomenally
associated with the recognition of identity and opposition (as mentioned above) can be generalized to
the naïve idea of symmetry, which adults have in mind. If so, the configurations that people consider to
be good examples of a “symmetrical configuration” should reveal not only identity but also opposition.
In other words, they should look more like those shown on the right side in Figure 3 than those shown
on the left.
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Figure 3. Mirror symmetry applied to configurations that have different symmetrical structures.
On the left: shapes which are sy metrical along the axis parallel to the mirror ini ize the perception
of contrariety (which remains relative only to the position of the shapes, i.e., one to the left and the other
to the rig t of t e mirror axis) and maximize perception of identicalness. O the right: shapes which
are symmetrical only with respect to the axis which is orthogonal to the mirror axis but which are
symmetrical with respect to the axis p rallel to the mirror axis make the opposite orientation asier to
see (for farther explanations, see text).
The configurations displayed in Figure 3 are, from a geometrical point of view, equally valid
examples of reflections around a vertical axis. However, the configurations on the left look identical and
the only recognizable element of opposition concerns the localization of the two shapes with respect
to the mirror axis. Conversely, the configurations on the right show opposition as they show shapes
which are oppositely oriented. If visible opposition, in addition to visible identity, is an important
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component of people’s naïve idea of symmetry, then these configurations would not be equally good
and we should expect those on the right to be better examples.
2. Study 1
The aim of this study was to ascertain how important the role of identicalness and opposition is in
the explicit idea (i.e., verbal description) and implicit idea (i.e., mental representation or “prototypical
mental image” in Yates et al.’s terms [60]) that naïve subjects have of symmetry. The former was
assessed by asking participants to verbally describe the features characterizing two symmetrical shapes
(the 1st question in the experiment) and at the end of the session, requesting them to choose which
description out of three fit in best with their idea of symmetry (the 4th question). The implicit idea of
symmetry was tested by assessing the drawings done by the participants as examples of their idea of
symmetry (the 2nd and 3rd questions).
Since we were interested in understanding the relational aspects which characterize two
symmetrical figures and to prevent the participants from simply drawing stereotypical images of
symmetry such as a butterfly or a human face, we asked them to draw configurations consisting of
two shapes which were symmetrical to each other.
We expected explicit and implicit descriptions to be related, but not necessarily to coincide.
For example, participants might omit explicit references to opposition in their verbal description in
response to question 1, but then draw configurations that manifest the opposite orientation of two
figures (as those represented on the right in Figure 3) or, conversely, give verbal descriptions referring
to the opposition component and then draw configurations that do not display opposition (such as the
configurations on the left in Figure 3). Since we hypothesize that opposition is a structural implicit
component of symmetry, we anticipated that the former expectation would be more likely to occur.
The drawings were analyzed according to a series of features of interest for the purposes of this
study. These concerned, first of all, the shape of the figures forming the configuration (i.e., were they
symmetrical or asymmetrical?) and the orientation of the two shapes with respect to the mirror axis.
The reason why these features are important will become evident in Figure 4. The Figure represents
various examples of symmetrical configurations around a vertical mirror axis, black circles in the first
row, isosceles triangles in the second row and isosceles triangles with a piece missing in the third row.
The difference between these concerns: (i) the structure of the shapes forming the configuration in terms
of whether they are symmetrical or asymmetrical and the orientation of the shapes with respect to the
mirror axis (0◦, 20◦, or 90◦). The structure of the shapes (symmetry or lack of symmetry) is defined
by two internal axes which are orthogonal to each other, represented by dashed lines in Figure 4.
The orientation of the shapes with respect to the mirror axis is determined by three different angles:
in the first column (0◦), the shapes are positioned so that one of the internal axes is parallel and the
other is orthogonal to the mirror axis; in the second column, the shapes have been rotated by 20◦ with
respect to the original position and in the third column, they have been rotated by 90◦ with respect to
the original position.
If the shapes forming the configuration are symmetrical with respect to both of their internal axes
(Sym in Figure 4), it is impossible for the two shapes to be oppositely oriented, whatever their position
with respect to the mirror axis is. Conversely, if the shapes are symmetrical with respect to one axis
but asymmetrical with respect to the other axis (Asym 1 in Figure 4), it is only when the shapes are
positioned so that their internal axis of symmetry is parallel to the mirror axis (i.e., Asym 1 at 0◦ in
Figure 4) that the two shapes look identical to each other. In all other positions, the two shapes display
an opposite orientation and this becomes particularly salient when the internal axis of symmetry is
orthogonal to the mirror axis (i.e., Asym 1 at 90◦ in Figure 4). If the shapes are asymmetrical with
respect to both of their internal axes (Asym 2 in Figure 4), it is impossible for them to be organized in
such a way that they look identical and do not display an opposite orientation.
In order to determine whether opposition was visually evident or masked in the participants’
drawings, it was therefore critical to analyze the shapes in terms of whether they were Sym, Asym
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1 or Asym 2 and, in the case of shapes with one internal axis of symmetry (i.e., Asym 1), to analyze
how the participants positioned them with respect to the mirror axis, i.e., whether the internal axis of
symmetry was parallel to the mirror axis, as in the 0◦ column in Figure 4, or orthogonal to the mirror
axis, as in the 90◦ column in Figure 4.Symmetry 2017, 9, 128 6 of 21 
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Figure 4. The differ nces i perceptual impact f r tating the black shapes (original position: 0◦) by,
respectively, 20◦ and 90◦ angles with respect to the “mirror axis” (the solid vertical line). The dashed
lines indicate the two internal orthogonal symmetry axes. The shapes in the first row (Sym) are
symmetrical with respect to both their internal axes (indicated by small dashes); the shapes in the
second row (Asym 1) ar symmetric l with respect to o e axis (small dashes) and asymmetrical with
respect to the other axis (large dashes) and the shapes in the third row (Asym 2) are asymmetrical with
respect to both internal axes (large dashes). For a further explanation, see the text.
We also took into consideration, in the case of shapes that clearly pointed in a particular direction,
whether there was a preference for divergent or convergent patterns. Furthermore, we explored
whether the mirror axis of the prototypical configurations that the participants had in mind was more
frequently oriented vertically. If so, we further investigated how robust this aspect was in terms of
whether it was invariant in both drawings.
2.1. Materials and Method
2.1.1. Participants
109 undergraduate students of Psychology and Education at the University of Verona, Italy
(mean age 21.2; 74 females; 35 males). The study was approved by the Ethics Committee of the
University of Verona as the local ethics committee responsible and was conducted in accordance with
the Declaration of Helsinki (revised 2008). All participants gave their written informed consent in
accordance with the local ethics committee requirements.
2.1.2. Materials
A 5 page booklet with each page containing a different request:
(1) How would you define the relationship between two symmetrical shapes?
(2) Draw a clear example of your idea of two symmetrical shapes.
(3) Draw another clear example (radically different from the first two) of your idea of two symmetrical shapes.
(4) Which of the following three definitions best describes your idea of symmetry?
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(a) Two identical shapes
(b) Two opposite shapes
(c) Two identical and opposite shapes
The order of the four questions was the same for all participants; the order of the three definitions
in question four was randomized between participants.
2.1.3. Procedure
The experiment was conducted at the beginning of a class on a topic which was totally unrelated
to the issue. Participants were seated 6 seats apart in order to prevent them from influencing each
other. Each participant received a booklet. They were told to start from the first page and move to
the next one only after having completed the previous page. There were no time limits. All of the
participants took less than 10 min to complete the task.
2.1.4. Statistical Analysis
Responses were analyzed using Generalized Mixed effect Models (GLMM) [72]. All of the
variables analyzed in Study 1 are categorical variables. Responses were coded binomially (i.e., in terms
of use or non-use of each level of the categorical variable), and binomial family GLMMs (with logit
link function) were then conducted on the frequency of use of each level of the categorical variable
(i.e., proportion of use over non-use). Mixed effect models allowed us to deal with the variability
between participants as a Random effect. In cases involving significant main effects or interactions,
post-hoc tests using the Bonferroni correction were conducted and estimates were made of both the
non-standardized size of the effect (i.e., EST, which indicates the log odd ratio) and the standardized
size of the effect (i.e., Cohen’s index d; see [73–75]).
All analyses were carried out using the statistical software program R 3.3.1, with the “lme4”,
“car”, “lsmeans”, and “effects” packages. We performed Mixed Model ANOVA Tables (Type 3 tests)
via likelihood ratio tests implemented in the “afex” package.
2.1.5. Results
In this section, we will focus first on the verbal descriptions of symmetry given by the participants
in answer to question 1 and chosen in question 4; then we will analyze the drawings showing examples
of the idea of symmetry (questions 2 and 3). Lastly, we will assess any association between the verbal
descriptions in questions 1 and 4 and the drawings.
(I) Verbal descriptions of symmetry
The definitions produced by the participants in response to question 1 were classified into different
categories based on their content. The categories were defined by the experimenters after an initial
inspection of the responses. The classification was then conducted by two independent judges based
on these categories (with almost perfect agreement, Cohen’s κ index = 0.92). Four responses were
excluded from the analyses since they were either missing or tautological. The categories are listed in
Table 1, together with some examples of descriptions and the frequency of each category. Less than
3% of the descriptions given by the participants referred to a point-by-point transformation such that
shown in Figure 1 (see category a in Table 1). All the other responses referred to features relating to the
relationship perceived between the two shapes.
A GLMM (binomial family) tested whether some types of description were more frequently given
and this turned out to be the case (χ2(7, 105) = 77.189, p < 0.0001, see top graph in Figure 5). As post-hoc
tests revealed, responses referring exclusively to the sameness of the two symmetrical shapes (either
in general, or specifying that they were the same in terms of shape and/or size—see examples of
the descriptions under the category b in Table 1) were significantly more frequent than all of the
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other response categories except for those responses which made exclusive and explicit reference to
a specular configuration (i.e., category c in Table 1; EST = 9.074, SE = 0.309, z-ratio = 2.934, p = 0.093).
The findings were as follows:
(a) Exclusive references to Sameness were significantly more frequent than references to both
Sameness and Opposition (categories b versus f in Table 1: EST = 1.292, SE = 0.334, z-ratio = 3.863,
p = 0.003, d = 0.376);
(b) The two most frequent types of description (i.e., categories b and c in Table 1), which together
amount to 61% of the total number of responses, do not explicitly refer to opposition;
(c) Only one response (i.e., less than 1%) mentioned the opposition component exclusively
(category e in Table 1: “Two symmetrical shapes are two opposite shapes”);
(d) Overall Opposition, in one way or another (i.e., categories e, f, and g in Table 1) was mentioned
in only 20 out of the 105 descriptions collected (i.e., 19.04%).
These results suggest that the perception of opposition was not prominent in the verbal definitions.
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Figure 5. Effect plot of the proportional use of each of the various response categories for question 1
(top graph) or chosen from among the three alternatives in question 4 (bottom graph). Proportions
are reported on a logit link scale (as computed by the GLMMs described in the main text). Error bars
represent a 95% confidence interval.
A different picture emerged in the case of responses to question 4, for which participants were
asked to choose which out of the three descriptions (“Two identical shapes”, “Two opposite shapes” and
“Two identical and ppo t shapes”) best fitted their idea of symmetry (χ2(2, 109) = 48.769, p < 0.0001;
see bottom graph in Figure 5). “Identical and Opposite” was more frequently chosen as compared
to exclusive references to Opposition (EST = 4.564, SE = 0.741, z-ratio = 6.159, p < 0.0001, d = 0.601)
but “Identical and Opposite” was also more frequently chosen as compared to exclusive references to
Identicalness (EST = 1.250, SE = 0.284, z-ratio = 4.398, p < 0.001, d = 0.429).
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Table 1. The categories used to classify the definitions of symmetry produced by the participants in
study 1 (in response to question 1). Examples of each type of description and the frequency of each
category are presented.
Types of Descriptions Examples Counts (and %)
a. Geometrical [Shapes with corresponding points at the samedistance from the axis of symmetry] 3 (2.9%)
b. Same
[Identical shapes] [Perfectly overlapping shapes]
[Identical, coincident shapes] [shapes of the same
form] [Shapes of the same form and size]
42 (40.0%)
c. Mirror [Specular shapes] [Reflected shapes] 22 (21.0%)
d. Same + Mirror
[Shapes with same form and size, specular to each
other] [Similar shapes, as if reflected in a mirror]
[Specular/shapes with the same characteristics]
11 (10.5%)
e. Opposite [Two opposite shapes] 1 (1.0%)
f. Same + Opposite
[Identical shapes, but with one reversed with respect
to the other] [Same but contrary shapes] [Same and
opposite shapes] [Shapes with the same features but
which are inverted left to right]
16 (15.2%)
g. Same + Opposite + Mirror
[Reflected shapes: identical but reversed] [Specular
shapes: identical but inverted] [Equal and opposite
shapes, as if reflected in a mirror]
3 (2.9%)
h. Other [Two shapes, one near the other] [Shapes which areparallel to each other] 7 (6.7%)
Total 105
Missing (missing responses or tautological responses) 4
(II) Prototypical representations
The following analyses was conducted on 76 of the first drawings and 75 of the second drawings
(some of them are shown in Figure 6). The other drawings were not considered either because they
showed only one shape and not two as requested or because they were incorrect (i.e., they did not
display symmetry). The latter was the case for 6 (i.e., 5.5%) of the drawings done as a first representation
and 8 (i.e., 7%) of the drawings done as a second representation.
For all the variables considered in the following analyses, the assessment of the drawings was
conducted by two independent judges, with inter-rater agreement ranging from very good (Cohen’s
κ = 0.84) to excellent (Cohen’s κ = 0.94).
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Mirror axis: vertical, horizontal or oblique? A GLMM was performed to analyze the orientation of
the mirror axis in relation to the two drawings (first and second). A main effect of Orientation of the
mirror axis emerged (χ2(2, 86) = 123.448, p < 0.0001). As shown in Figure 7 (top graph), participants
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more frequently drew configurations displaying a Vertical mirror axis than a Horizontal mirror
axis (EST = −3.855, SE = 0.392; z-ratio = −9.843, p < 0.0001, d = −1.061), which in turn was more
frequently used than an Oblique mirror axis (EST = 1.835, SE = 0.685, z-ratio = 2.678, p = 0.022,
d = 0.288). As shown in the central graph in Figure 7 (which shows the interaction between Drawing
and Orientation: χ2(2, 87) = 14.677, p = 0.0006), this distribution held for both the first and the second
drawings. However, configurations displaying a horizontal mirror axis tended to be drawn more
frequently in the second drawing as compared to the first (EST = −1.666, SE = 0.592; z-ratio = −2.816,
p = 0.07, d = 0.274).
A combined analysis of the two drawings done by each participant was performed to determine
whether the participants had used vertical axes in both drawings, horizontal axes in both drawings or
had opted for a mixed solution. This allowed us to assess how robust the idea of a specific orientation of
the mirror axis was in the participants’ minds. A combined GLMM was conducted on the mirror axes
in Drawings 1 and 2 and the results are represented in the bottom graph in Figure 7 (χ2(4, 56) = 57.357,
p < 0.0001). As confirmed by the post-hoc tests, the most frequent orientation was vertical in both the
first and second drawings (EST = 3.152, SE = 0.58, z-ratio = 5.352, p < 0.0001, d = 0.715) despite the fact
that participants had been explicitly told in the instructions that the second drawing should present
a radically different example of symmetry to the first drawing.
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Figure 7. Effect plots of the Orientation of the mirror axis in the configurations drawn by participants.
Top graph: Main effect of mirror axis Orientation. Central graph: interaction between mirror axis
Orientation and Drawing. Bottom graph: Main effect of a combined analysis of the two drawings done
by each participant. In all plots, error bars represent a 95% confidence interval.
Symmetrical or asymmetrical shapes? The shapes in the drawings were classified according to
whether they were symmetrical around both their vertical and horizontal axes (see the configurations
in the top row in Figures 4 and 6), asymmetrical with respect to both the vertical and horizontal axes
(see the configurations in the third row in Figure 4 and in the third and fourth rows in Figure 6) or
symmetrical around one axis and asymmetrical with respect to the other (see the configurations in
the second row in Figures 4 and 6). As explained in the introduction of the study, when commenting
on Figure 4, the symmetry/asymmetry of the shape is relevant since opposition emerges only with
shapes which are asymmetrical with respect to at least one axis.
A GLMM was conducted to analyze the shapes in the two drawings according to the level of
Symmetry/Asymmetry they displayed. The main effect of Symmetry/Asymmetry was confirmed
(χ2(2, 86) = 17.758, p < 0.0001), with no interaction with Drawing (χ2(2, 86) = 2.412, p = 0.299). As shown
in Figure 8, the drawings were based on asymmetrical shapes in the majority of cases: asymmetrical
shapes (either Asym 1 or Asym 2) constituted around 75% of the total, including both the first and
second exemplars. Perfectly symmetrical shapes, i.e., shapes that minimized the opposition component,
accounted for less than 25% of the configurations.
Post hoc tests revealed that participants had a preference for shapes which were symmetrical
around one axis and asymmetrical around the other axis (i.e., Asym 1 in Figures 4 and 8). This was
more frequent than either perfectly symmetrical figures (EST = 1.113, SE = 0.264, z-ratio = 4.208,
p < 0.0001, d = 0.453) or figures which were asymmetrical with respect to both the horizontal and
vertical axes (EST = 0.600, SE = 0.248, z-ratio = 2.414, p < 0.05, d = 0.260).
How were the shapes which were symmetrical around one axis (i.e., Asym 1) oriented with respect to the
mirror axis? We analyzed the positioning of the shapes when they were symmetrical with respect to one
axis and asymmetrical with respect to the other axis (i.e., Asym 1, see the configurations in the second
row in Figures 4 and 6). We studied whether the opposite orientation of the shapes was manifested
(i.e., with the symmetrical axis orthogonal to the mirror axis) or absent (i.e., with the symmetrical axis
parallel to the mirror).
We performed another GLMM on the Orientation of the shapes (both the first and second
Drawing) with respect to the Mirror axis (Parallel or Orthogonal). A main effect of Orientation
emerged (χ2(1, 57) = 38.572, p < 0.0001). As shown in Figure 9, participants more frequently positioned
the shapes with their internal axis of symmetry orthogonal with respect to the mirror axis rather than
Symmetry 2017, 9, 128 12 of 22
parallel to it (EST = 3.434, SE = 0.516, z-ratio = 6.657, p < 0.0001, d = 0.882). This means that they chose
a configuration that made the opposite orientation of the two shapes evident.
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A further GLMM was conducted to ascertain whether, in cases in which the two shapes pointed
in a direction which was orthogonal to the mirror, the participants more frequently drew two shapes
pointing away from the mirror axis (i.e., a divergent configuration) or two shapes pointing towards
the mirror axis (i.e., a convergent configuration). No significant effect of Convergent/Divergent
Orientation emerged, either as a main effect (χ2(1, 43) = 1.490, p < 0.222), or interacting with Drawing,
(χ2(1, 43) = 0.043, p = 0.835).
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(III) Associations between verbal and iconic descriptions
We wondered whether there was an association between the descriptions given in answer to
question 1 or selected from among alternatives in question 4 and the drawings. In particular, we
wished to determine whether definitions which made reference exclusively to identicalness were
associated with drawings showing shapes that maximized identicalness and minimized opposition
(i.e., perfectly symmetrical shapes, i.e., Sym) and, conversely, definitions that mentioned an opposition
component were associated with drawings showing asymmetrical shapes (i.e., Asym 1 and Asym 2).
We created a new three level variable labelled Iconic Pair to further classify the shapes in the
drawings: (1) both shapes symmetrical (i.e., Sym); (2) both shapes asymmetrical (i.e., Asym 1 or Asym
2) and (3) mixed, i.e., one symmetrical (i.e., Sym) and the other asymmetrical (i.e., Asym 1 or Asym 2).
A first GLMM was carried out to determine whether there was any association between Iconic
Pair levels and the responses to question 1 which had been re-coded according to three Categories:
responses referring exclusively to identicalness (i.e., category b in Table 1); responses referring explicitly
to Opposition (i.e., categories e + f + g in Table 1) and responses generically referring to a specular
configuration, without mentioning opposition (categories c and d in Table 1). The interaction between
the response categories in question 1 and the three Iconic Pair levels turned out to be significant
(χ2(4, 57) = 9.353, p = 0.05). A second GLMM was then carried out to assess any association between the
Iconic Pair levels and the responses to question 4 (Identical; Identical and Opposite; Opposite). In this
case, too, the interaction between the responses to question 4 and the Iconic Pair levels turned out to
be significant (χ2(4, 57) = 27.312, p < 0.0001).
We used mosaic plots to represent the association between the two variables [76–78]. A mosaic
plot represents the observed frequencies of a contingency table by means of the size of the tiles;
the interaction between variables by means of the asymmetrical non-alignment of the tiles and the
significance of the difference between observed and expected frequencies according to a specific model
(in our case a log-linear model of independence between variables) by means of the color of the tiles.
The color of the tiles corresponds to Pearson residuals and the bars to the right of each mosaic show
which color corresponds to residuals greater than the cut-off points |2| (corresponding to α = 0.05).
As shown in Figure 10, in the mosaic plot on the left, the responses to question 1 that mentioned
only identicalness were more frequently associated with iconic representations that used symmetrical
shapes (either in both the 1st and the 2nd drawings or in one of the two). Similarly, as shown in the
mosaic plot on the right, those responses to question 4 that mentioned only identicalness were less
frequently associated with iconic representations that used asymmetrical shapes in both the 1st and
the 2nd drawings. Conversely an association emerged between using asymmetrical shapes in both
the first and second drawings and selecting Identical and Opposite as the most fitting description in
question 4.
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identicalness, as co pared to identicalness alone. Participants were asked to choose which of the
two matched configurations better represented their idea of symmetry.
Various types of configurations and pair co parisons ere presented in order to prevent
participants fro responding strategically (de and characteristics). In so e cases, there ere t o
configurations, both of hich only sho ed evidence of identicalness; in other cases there ere
configurations that both sho ed evidence of identicalness and opposition and in another case the
atch as bet een a configuration hich only sho ed identicalness and a configuration hich
sho ed both identicalness and opposition. The latter case as critical as it enabled us to test our
hypothesis. If identicalness and opposition are the two salient components underlying the perception of
symmetry, then the pairs showing opposition should be chosen over those showing only identicalness.
3.1. Materials and Method
3.1.1. Participants
70 undergraduate students of Psychology and Education at the University of Verona, Italy
(mean age 23.8; 45 females; 25 males).
3.1.2. Materials
A 36-page booklet with each page containing two different configurations each consisting of
a pair of shapes (the order of the pairs was randomized between participants and the order of the
two configurations forming each pair was counterbalanced). Eight of the 36 pairs presented were
catch trials and these consisted of a symmetrical configuration and a non-symmetrical configuration.
They were introduced to check participants’ understanding of the task, but were then excluded from
data analysis. The other pairs are shown in Figure 11.
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Figure 11. The configurations used in the pair comparison task in study 2. The pairs inside the red
borders are those instantiating a match between a configuration which shows only identicalness and
another which shows both identicalness and opposition. The pairs inside the blue border are formed
of two configurations both of which show identicalness and opposition. The configurations which
are not inside a border are the pairs which are formed of two configurations, both of which only
show identicalness.
3.1.3. Procedure
The experiment was conducted at the beginning of a class on a topic which was totally unrelated
to the issue. Participants were seated 6 seats apart to prevent them from influencing each other.
Each participant received a booklet. They were asked to choose which of two matched configurations
they considered the best fit to their idea of a “symmetrical configuration”. They were told to start from
the first page and move to the next one only after having completed the previous page. There were no
time limits. All of the participants took less than 10 min to complete the task.
3.1.4. Statistical Analysis
The responses were analyzed using the Thurston Case V scaling (package “psych” [79]) and
Generalized Mixed effect Models (GLMM).
3.1.5. Results
Figure 12 shows the scaling of the configurations based on a paired comparison model (goodness
of fit of the model = 0.98). The results of the scaling are in clear agreement with the hypothesis;
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the configurations showing identicalness and opposition were generally preferred as representatives
of symmetry as compared to configurations showing only identicalness.
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Two further analyses were conducted on two subsets of the original data in order to analyze
whether the perception of sy etry as preferentially associated with divergent configurations
or convergent configurations or whether there was no difference bet een the t o. A first GLMM
(binomial family, with Participants and Stimulus pair as Random effects) was performed on the subset
of stimuli with red borders in Figure 10 which consist of a configuration showing identicalness and
another showing identicalness and opposition in a convergent pattern (i.e., AE, AG, BE, BG, CE, CG,
DE, DG in Figure 10) as compared to a configuration showing identicalness and another showing
identicalness and opposition in a divergent pattern (i.e., AF, AH, BF, BH, CF, CH, DF, DH in Figure 10).
No significant difference emerged (χ2(1, 70) = 1.861, p = 0.172). It should be noted that participants were
not directly asked to choose between a convergent configuration versus a divergent configuration
but between a pattern showing identicalness and a pattern showing opposition (either divergent
or convergent).
Conversely, when the participants were presented with the subset of stimuli in the blue border
in Figure 10 (i.e., EF, EH, FG, GH) they were asked to make a forced choice between a divergent
configuration and a convergent configuration. The GLMM performed on the responses to this set of
stimuli revealed a significant effect of Orientation (χ2(1, 70) = 7.422, p = 0.006). Convergent patterns were
selected more frequently than divergent patterns (EST = 0.536; SE = 0.197; z-ratio = 2.724; p = 0.006;
d = 0.326).
4. Discussion
The study aimed to investigate adults’ naïve implicit and explicit idea of symmetry by means of
various tasks. We started by studying the verbal definitions of “symmetrical configuration” provided
by the participants. They rarely (3%) referred to the type of transformation that is usually presented as
an example of symmetry in geometry textbooks, i.e., a point-by-point correspondence (see Figure 1)
or a rotation around an axis of symmetry. It should be noted that demonstrating that two symmetrical
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objects correspond by rotating one object on a 3D dimension around the axis of symmetry in order
to make it match the other, is a shortcut that works specifically for geometry on a plane. We cannot
exclude the possibility that the participants (n = 12/105) who explicitly mentioned a coincidence
between the two figures in response to question 1 were thinking in terms of this type of rotational
transformation. However, since they did not explicitly state this, it cannot be taken for granted that
this was the case.
The participants usually described symmetry in terms of an overall relationship of identicalness
(cited in around 68% of the responses, see Table 1, b + d + f + g) or a mirror reflection (cited in around
35% of the total number of responses, see Table 1, c + d + g). Opposition was mentioned in less
than 20% of the total number of responses (see Table 1, e + f + g). These findings indicate that the
relationship which is perceptually evident between two shapes is a salient aspect of adults’ idea of
symmetry (and that people refer to this rather than to geometry), but opposition seems not to be
a salient aspect per se. One could argue that the participants in our study who mentioned the mirror
structure in response to question 1 might have been thinking precisely of the oppositional component
which characterizes mirror reflections. Again, this is not something that we can take for granted.
What is clear is that, when in question 4, Study 1, the participants were asked to select which of
three definitions represented the best description of symmetry, only 1/3 of them chose the reference
to mere identicalness. The majority (2/3) preferred “identical and opposite” as the most fitting
definition. This last finding is also in line with the results of the analyses of the drawings done by the
participants which in the majority of cases (around 80%) used asymmetrical shapes rather than perfectly
symmetrical shapes, i.e., their drawings clearly showed a reversed orientation of the two shapes around
a mirror axis rather than configurations that masked this oppositional component. When the shapes
had one internal axis of symmetry, the opposition element was evident, i.e., the participants had
positioned the “Asym 1” shapes so that their internal axis of symmetry was orthogonal to the mirror
axis, rather than parallel to the mirror axis which would have made their identicalness more evident.
There was also a strong preference for symmetry around a vertical axis. This result confirms a finding
which has been discussed at length in previous literature (see the introduction) and provides evidence
that this preference can be extended not only to the visual detection of symmetry or to aesthetic
preferences but also to the prototypical representation of symmetry that people have in mind.
In study 2, participants were presented with images and were asked to select the one which fit in
better with their idea of symmetry. Again, a strong preference for configurations showing opposition
emerged. However, it is not clear whether the participants’ perception of symmetry tended more
towards convergent or divergent patterns, as defined by the orientation of the shapes, i.e., whether they
pointed towards or away from the mirror axis. There were no indications of this in the configurations
drawn in study 1 and only a partial preference for convergent configurations emerged in study 2
from an analysis of the pair comparisons which showed a direct match between convergent and
divergent patterns.
In conclusion, the studies presented in this paper support the conclusion that identicalness is
an important component in people’s naïve idea of symmetry, but it does not suffice: opposition
complements it.
Potential Impact and Limitations of the Study
Both of the studies presented in this paper focus on configurations formed of two shapes with
symmetry defining the relationship between them, rather than on configurations formed of one shape
in which the symmetry is determined by the relationship between individual parts of the shape.
We know from previous literature that symmetry is not detected in exactly the same way when it is
a “within-object” relationship as compared to a “between-objects” relationship [43,44,80]. We also
know that this distinction is not simply related to whether one shape/object or more shapes/objects
are involved since, for instance, in band patterns, grouping establishes phenomenal motifs that parse
the band in sub-unities thus transforming what, locally defined, are between-objects relationships into
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within-object relationships [81]. Our decision to concentrate on a specific type of configuration (formed
of two shapes) was motivated by our interest in exploring symmetry as a specific visual relationship
between two objects. This was the specific aim of the research and the generalizability of the results
discussed here are of course limited to this area.
Despite this, the results of this research provide new evidence regarding the existence of
a qualitative aspect which is inherent to the structure of what people think of as “symmetrical”
and that it makes sense, therefore, to consider the issue of how well a configuration represents
“symmetry”. This is not related to its geometrical definition or to aesthetic considerations but rather
regards structural aspects related to the perceived relationship between two shapes. From a geometrical
point of view, there are various different types of symmetry (e.g., central, bilateral etc.) and there may
be various symmetrical axes but this does not make the property of “being symmetrical” qualitatively
gradable. On the other hand, studies on aesthetic judgments of symmetry can assess and measure
to what extent people appreciate a particular shape or configuration (e.g., [82–85]) and this goes to
show that symmetrical patterns can be graded from a qualitative point of view based on the observer’s
assessment of pleasantness. The studies presented in this paper, however, take a different approach.
They show that a configuration may be perceived as being a better or worse exemplar of symmetry
on the basis of some relational features which are evident, namely, opposition and identicalness.
Our findings add to previous results which have shown, for instance, that the perception of symmetry
is sensitive to aspects such as changes in the spatial arrangement of motifs, even when these alterations
do not modify their formal classification [86].
One might raise the issue of whether the participants in study 2 chose images that made both
identicalness and opposition evident since they were more salient (i.e., less redundant) and therefore
attracted their attention. This would be interesting to investigate in the future. Since salience is closely
linked to perceptual organization (e.g., [48]) and salient stimuli tend to be associated with beauty
(e.g., [87]), one might also raise the question of whether the participants selected configurations which
showed both identicalness and opposition because those were more aesthetically pleasing. However,
we have no reason to believe that they had understood that the task involved indicating a preference.
In effect, this issue is more promising when considered in the light of whether these “prototypical
features” influence judgments of beauty and pleasantness. For example, it might be interesting to
test whether judgments of beauty are associated with a specific balance between opposition and
identicalness or with extreme evidence of one of these two elements or whether they are totally
independent from these relational aspects.
Lastly, another issue concerns the potential influence of literacy. It has been shown that the
spontaneous inclination to identify an image as the same, regardless of its left-right orientation
(a phenomenon known as “mirror invariance” or “mirror generalization”), is inhibited by literacy.
While mirror generalization is spontaneously found in infants (for a review, see [88]), in a same-different
task involving mirror-reflected pairs, literate adults familiar with the Latin alphabet found it difficult
to answer “same” to mirror-reversed stimuli than illiterate adults [89–91]. This has been explained
in terms of the acquisition of a written system that incorporates mirrored letters (e.g., b and d),
in the sense that this enhances sensitivity in the discrimination of lateral mirror-images (see also [92]).
The participants in our study were all adults familiar with the Latin alphabet. A cross-cultural study
in order to verify whether the sensitivity to contrasts in orientation which is a characteristic of the
idea of symmetry according to our study is related to literacy or is a more general phenomenon may
be worthwhile.
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